
 trusted partnership for accelerated cloud 
transformation
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agility and efficiencies with cloud transformation

Company
resilience 

Secure, optimized
and scalable
cloud landscape  

Predictable and
reduced costs 

New technologies allow for more effective gathering and 
analyzation of their data, which empowers market innovation.

 

 

 

 

Risk and
compliance management 

Managed 
security

Cloud strategy 
development

Cloud evironment
optimization and

management

Cloud 
enablement

Cloud migration 
services

 

Managed cloud 
services 
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modernization 

Consulting
services
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Customized
engagements 

Want more information?

Why Managed Services? 

43%
say lack of IT skills 
causes business 
and technology 
misalignment*

33%
highly value the role 

trusted service 
providers play in 
their technology 

strategy*

92%
believe a trusted 

technology partner 
is key*

A consulting-led approach takes 
organizations on a complete journey, 
from strategy and discovery through 
to delivery of technologies and services; 
forming a long-term relationship that 
will evolve and grow.

Managed infrastructure
services

Proven results and a track record 
of success

Access to specialized 
technical expertise

Focus on business results
and successful outcomes

Innovation, not just optimization

Four qualities to look for in a managed services provider

Dimension Data understands the challenges of cloud 
transformation. For a move of this magnitude, 
companies need a partner they can trust to help guide 
them along their journey.

We have two decades of experience defining, 
migrating, and managing cloud environments of all 
sizes. Our collective expertise in migrating and 
managing enterprise technologies in the cloud is 
second to none.

Dimension Data, a trusted leader in managed 
services, ensures world-class customer experiences.

Achieve cloud success 
with Dimension Data

Discover the value of a strategic partner 
capable of delivering end-to-end managed 
services for your cloud infrastructure.

Dimension Data serves as an extension of 
your team featuring the best IT talent in the 
business, ready to manage your 
infrastructure like it's our own.

*Source: ‘ 2021 Global Managed Services Report.’ August 2021

Contact us today! Learn how Dimension Data can help you in your cloud transformation 
journey or visit our website

The skills of a trusted Managed Services Provider are invaluable to ensure optimal 
and secure deployment of services and solutions. Managed Services Providers 

help companies at every step in their digital transformation, starting with 
the right cloud strategy.

Dimension Data’s portfolio of solutions is built on a 
proven methodology to plan, design, migrate, 
secure, operate and optimize the infrastructure 
that runs critical business applications.

Higher
business agility

90% of organizations are on the path to digitally transforming their business.

Modernize mission-
critical applications

Highest security
and compliance

Cost 
optimization

Speed and agility

Cost optimization

Deployment choice and flexibility

Faster time to production

Data security enforcement

Resiliency and reliability

Expert resources Highest security and compliance

Top benefits of partnering with a Managed 
Services Provider

Dimension Data Managed Services solutions

To meet business demands, IT departments need the expertise to 
modernize IT and execute strategic initiatives, while keeping pace 

with technology. Dimension Data delivers flexible, end-to-end 
Managed Services for application, database and hardware 

technologies 24x7x365

https://www.dimensiondata.com/en-gb/services-and-products/multicloud-as-a-service/



